Research study

Research is finding out what people think about a topic to help other people.

Researchers at the Social Policy Research Centre are doing research about people with intellectual disability who work.

Would you like to take part?

We are talking to people with intellectual disability who live in Sydney or Northern Rivers and who work in:

- Open employment
- Australian Disability Enterprises (ADEs)
- Social enterprises

If you live in one of these places and work in one of these jobs, you can take part.

We would talk to you either by yourself or in a group.

We would ask you about:

- What you think of your job now.
- How you chose your job.
- Whether you have ever changed jobs.
- What job you would choose if you could.

You would get a $30 gift voucher to say thank you for your time.

If you want to take part, please get in touch with Ariella Meltzer (a researcher) on (02) 9385 3747 or at a.meltzer@unsw.edu.au. You can also contact Ariella if you want more information about the research before you decide whether or not to take part. We will send you more details.